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Dafang Group began its construction in 2006. In the year of 
2011, Xinxiang Degong Machinery Co.,Ltd (DGCRANE ) was 
established to explore the international market for Dafang 
Group. 

It is now a large-scale enterprise group with integrated 
business of hoisting machines and steel structure’s research, 
development, design, manufacture, installation, and modern 
agriculture. With register capital of 230 million Yuan, it covers 
an area of 850,000 square meters and has more than 2000 
employees. Since 2009, the average annual growth rate is 
above 90%. We have achieved orders of 1.13 billion yuan on 
2013. Now, we have become one of the fastest developed 
and largest enterprises in China’s crane industry.

The company also undertakes project of manufacturing of 
heavy or light steel structure. Meanwhile, the company has 
provides supporting service to metallurgy, electric power, 
high-speed rail, machinery, mining, port, petrochemical 
industry and other fields. To meet the high demands of the 
international guests, we successfully developed the new 
style overhead crane, new trolley system, new electric wire rope 
hoist. Many main performance parameters reach the industry 
advanced level. Up to now. The products of DGCRANE have 
exported cranes to Russia, Uzbekistan, Philippines, Bangladesh, Australia, Qatar, 
Tanzania, Singapore, Saudi Arabia, Pure, Brazil, and Nigeria and etc. Many clients all over 
the world, even the best-known companies in the word, such as like Italy IMF Group(the 
biggest complete set of foundry equipment supplier in the word), choose us.

We has established wide range exchanges and cooperation with ABB, DEMAG, Siemens, 
SEW, Japan IHICM, Omron, SKF company and other well-known multinational companies.

Upholds the principles of “for clients, for employees, for society” as its core values. 
DGCRANE is aims to create value for the customer, seek happiness for its staff and 
accumulate wealth for the society. In accordance with the ISO9001, ISO14001, 
OHSAS18001 standards, DGCRANE has set up the quality, environment, occupational 
health and safety management system. While actively adopts performance excellence 
management model, we has fully implement performance management, standardized 
management and lean management. Through the improvement of management to promote 
the enterprise upgrading, create efficiency by the management, DGCRANE is aims to 
become the customers’ most reliable products and service provider.
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